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Campaign Title: Keep It Personal  Brand: Western Digital  Company(s) Involved: W2O Group for Western Digital  Category: New Audiences     Summary 
 
CHALLENGE:  Western Digital was looking to increase awareness and consideration for its 
personal cloud storage product MyCloud among a new audience segments. WD’s heavily 
tech-savvy audience was finding flaw with the product and loudly voicing these opinions 
online. WD was concerned about generally low product awareness and stagnating sales.       
APPROACH:  An opportunity was identified by W2O amongst an audience of “curators,” 
consisting of 60% women, with an average age of 42, and those who made household 
purchase decisions. Through research and analytics, WCG identified that this audience 
segment prioritized security and control when it involved their personal data – photos, 
videos and personal documents.  
EXECUTION: W2O created content that was visual, consumable and sharable by capturing 
life moments that our target audience would relate to personally, including imagery like the 
sexy selfie, awkward family photos and pet portraits. The #KeepItPersonal campaign was 
executed across multiple channels both online, and offline. 
RESULTS:  The campaign generated ~20 million impressions, 2 million engagements (likes, 
follows, shares, retweets, favorites), with an overall campaign engagement rate of 10.20%.  
The “Labor of Love” & “Bridal Breakdown” videos each were viewed nearly 400k times on 
YouTube. Campaign drove 1.5 million clicks to the My Cloud landing page with a 25% 
conversion rate to the “buy now” page. 
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Marketing Challenge 
 
The Global Social Media team at WD asked WCG to create a campaign to engage fans 
around MyCloud, a personal cloud storage device. Known for its hard drive technology, 
WD’s heavily tech-savvy audience was finding flaw with the product and loudly voicing 
these opinions online.  WD was concerned about generally low product awareness and 
stagnating sales. 
WCG quickly identified several main objectives for the campaign: 

• Generate awareness of MyCloud and WD’s leadership in the cloud storage space 
• Convert friends, fans and followers down the purchase funnel through targeted 

content 
• Establish a sustainable platform that can evolve as WD awareness increases 

and a community is formed for ongoing engagement 
• Create an idea that can extend across digital touch points 
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  Methodology 
 
WCG kicked off the campaign planning phase with an online conversation analysis.  We 
wanted to explore the conversations around storage devices, and understand what 
potential consumers valued most in this kind of device – as well as whether or not 
competitor brands like Synology and QNAP had a stronger foothold in the market.  Initial 
analysis of social media data, including Twitter and blogs, revealed that the majority of the 
conversation around cloud storage was unbranded: only 21.26% of that conversation was 
dominated by specific brands.  This highlighted an opportunity for WD to take control of 
the conversation.  
Because of MyCloud’s lack of resonance with the existing ‘tech geek’ audience, WCG 
leveraged WD audience segmentation studies and our original research and data analysis 
to explore other potential audiences.  Based on MyCloud capabilities and appeal, WCG 
identified a new audience segment to target: “curators” or better described as chief 
purchasing officers of the home.  This segment skewed heavily towards women, with an 
average age of 42.   
WCG analysts began sifting through thousands of online conversations within this 
demographic to better understand the needs of the consumer.  The analysis of topics like 
home servers and personal cloud storage led to the insight that most “curators” are in the 
information-gathering stage phase of their purchase journey, when communicating online, 
and haven’t decided on a particular brand’s solution.  A digital messaging gap analysis and 
additional data from blogs, Twitter, Facebook and forums, revealed that WD messaging 
was consistently satisfying “curators” conversations around choice of device, but 
conversations around security and control offered by devices were largely untouched. 
These insights led to the positioning of the campaign, built out from the perspective of the 
consumer: “I want the most important things to me to be in my control so I store them in 
my personal cloud where things are secure.”  
The campaign was built on several key principles:  

 Drive maximum impact through integrated brand storytelling 
 Develop relatable content that is easily shared  
 Utilize real-time content to target audiences when they are paying most attention 
 Reach new audiences that may not have known about WD’s MyCloud product 
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Creative Execution 
 
Leveraging deep insight into curators’ concerns around security and control of private 
digital files, WCG developed the #KeepItPersonal campaign: “Sharing personal content 
online has become an everyday part of our lives. But there are some things that shouldn’t 
be shared. Embarrassing photos, racy videos… they should stay in that “Personal” folder 
on our computer. With My Cloud you can rest easy knowing it’s safe and secure.”   
The campaign showcases original photos & videos of awkward and embarrassing moments 
in life that people wouldn’t want friends and family to see online, relating back to the idea 
of “some things shouldn’t be shared.” 
The #KeepItPersonal campaign was executed across the following channels: Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, G+, YouTube, a Buzzfeed sponsorship as well as in a Times Square 
Nasdaq advertising placement, a promotion on The View, and a Landing Page.   
One key tactic was to turn on our “content engine”, an agile content machine that allowed 
us to play off of the campaign themes and enter relevant conversations, comments or 
images that surfaced online.  Our process was to use real-time analysis twice weekly to 
determine trends and optimization opportunities in online conversations.  We built an 
audience listening panel of online profiles matching the “curator” audience segment that 
revealed what was “trending” within our target audience and that over-indexed against 
the general Internet population. Based on this analysis, we built out creative posts and 
linked to relevant articles questioning privacy in the cloud and discussing personal data 
security concerns. The content engine also allowed us to discover more about what our 
target audience cared about, their content consumption and sharing behaviors.  
We created content that was visual, consumable and sharable by capturing life moments 
that our target audience would relate to personally, including imagery and videos like the 
sexy selfie, awkward family photos, pet portraits, meltdowns or other “oops” moments 
that have a clear correlation to driving interest in a device like MyCloud. 
In the second series, we wanted the audience to feel like the videos were real events and 
real people, so we utilized a cast with improvisation skills to ad lib what felt right.  Videos 
“Labor of Love” and “Bridal Breakdown” each garnered nearly 400,000 views on YouTube.  
With our targeted curators, we wanted to highlight the awful sense of vulnerability when 
personal moments are shared publicly – this would reinforce our message of MyCloud 
bringing the right level of security and control to the home.   
The goal of the campaign was to increase brand engagement, reach new audiences and 
increase “topical” share of voice around topics/keywords like media server, media storage, 
external hard drive, etc.  At the onset of the campaign, WCG established 4 key 
performance indicators: 1) Content mix performance for media channels; 2) Increase in 
competitive share of voice & conversation; 3) Increase engagement on digital channels; 4) 
Showcase substantial reach and impressions. 
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Business Results 
 
Overall, #KeepItPersonal represented a successful creative departure from previous WD 
campaigns, by expanding awareness and showcasing the value of MyCloud, on both a 
product and brand level, across the digital ecosystem. WD was able to reach a new 
segment of their audience with super targeted content, boost its share of voice and 
maintain a consistent, active role in the conversation online. 
Over the course of 6 weeks, the campaign generated: 

 Almost 20 million impressions 
 1.5 million clicks to the campaign landing page  
 2 million engagements (likes, follows, shares, retweets and favorites).   
 The overall campaign engagement rate was 10.20%. Some of the driving factors 

behind this high level of engagement were utilizing humor and controversy in 
posts, keeping with established MyCloud product themes, and posting in the 
afternoon (in particular on Facebook and Twitter).   

 Less than halfway through, the campaign attracted the attention of MarketingLand, 
who published an article on #KeepItPersonal content, creating substantial buzz 
online. This article was followed by a similar piece on Expion. 

Beyond the data itself, the quality of online comments and spikes in sharing campaign 
content, reflected growing consumer awareness and interest in MyCloud. Fans consistently 
tagged friends and users in their personal networks on comment sections of posts, 
expanding reach of those posts. 

 


